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Bancroft Division

ELLET U30g OPTION

A

LOCATION;

The property is situated in Concession 12, Lots 16 and 17 of Carlow 

Township in Hastings County, Ontario. The showings are approximately one-half 

mile north of Stringer Lake and just south of the Township road that leads from 

New Carlow to Foster Rapids. The property is readily accessible from the 

Township road and by a number of logging roads that traverse the area.

PROPERTY;

Metal Mines limited have optioned six claims from Mr. and Mrs. 

J. Ellet of 9618 Parkman Road, Windham, Ohio. The claims are numbered 

EO-30004, EO-30005, EO-30384, EO-30385, EO-30386 and EO-3038?.

REGIONAL GEOLOGY:

The bedrock formations in the area are all Precambrian in age and 

belong to the Grenville Series of metasediments and acid intrusives. The 

metamorphosed sediments south of Stringer Lake are part of, or similar to, the 

Hermon and Dungannon Formations of limestone, dolomite and gneiss that lie 

within the Hastings Basin. To the north of Stringer Lake, a large body of 

hybrid granite, including syenetic phases, granitic gneiss and acid pegmatites, 

has intruded the sediments and is part of the large Hastings Highlands complex 

of intrusives.

The contact between the Hastings Basin sediments and the Hastings 

Highlands intrusive complex has been prolific of uranium prospects and producing j 

properties. All of the past producers of UOg in the district lie within one
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and one-half miles of this major structural feature, and most of the known 

uraaium occurrences are situated near the same contact.

LOCAL GEOLOGY;

The six optioned claims are situated on the major structural contact 

mentioned above. The northern half of the claims are underlain by pegmatitic 

granite which is in contact with the metamorphosed Hastings sediments. The 

contact strikes North 50 degrees East and dips to the south-east. The pegmati 

tic granite outcrops as a ridge that strikes roughly parallel to the contact 

of the sediments; the granite is foliated parallel to the contact and the 

foliation dips south-east at 35 to 45 degrees. The pegmatitic granite has 

engulfed paragneiss, limestone and pyroxenite (basic intrusive) and the 

remnants of these occur as small elongated bodies oriented with the foliation. 

The pegmatitic granite is overlain to the south by limestone that outcrops but 

sparsely in the lovr ground between the granite ridge and Stringer Lake. The 

rock near the hanging wall limestone contains inclusions of silicated marble 

containing augite, diopside, titanite, magnetite and uranothorite as accessory 

minerals. Here the pegmatite is light colored due to the absence of hematite 

and the presence of scapolite. Generally speaking, the number and size of 

inclusions of metasediments within the pegmatite increases as the contact is 

approached. Although the contact is not exposed to view, it probably is very 

irregular and gradational with many pegmatite dykes extending into the 

Hastings Basin sediments.

The pegmatitic granite which is exposed on the ridge is composed 

of microcline with a lesser amount of albite and some quartz and contains the
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follovring accessory minerals: augite (chloritized), magnetite, titanite,
if

|j zircon, hematite and minor tourmaline. In addition, some uranothorite, 

urananite and/or thucolite were noted in specimens taken from the prospect 

trenches. The accessory minerals are concentrated in zones within the granite 

and are associated in places with the paragneiss inclusions. The pegmatite is 

colored brick red by the hematite in the zones of highest radioactivity and 

around the concentrations of accessory minerals. These zones also contain a 

small amount of yellow uranium stain.

WORK PERFORMED TO DATE;

Prior to the optioning of the prospect by Faraday Uranium Mines 

limited (.now Metal Mines limited) the former owners did some trenching and 

some diamond drilling. Several shallow trenches have been blasted in the 

pegmatite of the ridge, most of the work has been concentrated near the 

boundary between Lots 16 and 17. Here the radioactivity varies from low to 

high with most of the good readings found along concentrations of accessory 

minerals. Additional trenching was done approximately one claim length south 

west of the pits mentioned above but here the pegmatite contains few accessory 

minerals and the radioactivity is very low. In addition to the trenching, 

sixteen shallow diamond drill holes were bored in the vicinity of the radio 

active zones on the ridge. The core from the holes was preserved in racks 

on the property and it was re-logged and assayed by Faraday Mine personnel. 

The most noteworthy feature of these holes is the large number of narrow 

paragneiss inclusions encountered and the uniform low uranium content of the 

core. The best intersection was found in Hole #10 from 28.4 to 31*0 feet 

which assayed 0.058^ l^Og (radiometric).
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The program of geological mapping and diamond drilling was 

initiated when Faraday Uranium Mines Limited took an option to purchase the 

property. The work was concentrated on the north halves of Claims EO-30004 

and EO-30005 along the ridge where the pegmatite is best exposed. A base 

line was laid out along the ridge at N 56OE and ten lines at one hundred foot 

intervals were cut normal to the base line. The grid was used for control 

during the geological mapping and in addition was used as the base for a 

ground radioactive survey conducted over the same area. The ground radioactive jj 

survey indicated three anomalous areas near the boundaries of Claims EO-30004 

and EO-30005. Five holes were drilled for a total of 1058 feet in order to 

test these anomalies.

SAMPLING:

A number of pits were

radiometrically and chemically.

chemical results can be due to a

From east end of ridge

From radioactive zone

East end of radioactive zone

Centre of radioactive zone

West end of radioactive zone

South side of radioactive zone -

From west end of ridge

sampled and the samples

The discrepancy between

were assayed both

the radiometric and

high thorium/uranium ratio.

Chemical

0.0029

0.016

0.0098

0.121

0.025

0.012

0.004

Radiometrio

0.008 i

0.036

0.02?

0.210

0.061
i

0.042

0.012
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS;

All the work performed to date has been concentrated near the 

boundary of Claims EO-30004 and EO-30005 near the top of the granitic pegmatite 

ridge. The drilling has failed to locate underground any of the radioactive 

zones that have been outlined on the surface by trenching and sampling. 

Although the foliation in the area is quite steep and the zones of accessory 

minerals seem to follow the foliation, it is possible that the uranium-rich 

zones are dipping much more gently to the south than the foliation and the 

drill holes are, therefore, under these zones.

The contact area between the Hastings Basin sediments and the 

pegmatitic granite should be explored by means of trenching and drilling. 

It will be necessary, first, to extend the geological mapping over the entire 

group of claims in order to determine where this contact lies. A series of 

holes along this contact, drilled to the north-west, to explore the pegmatite 

just below the contact of the sediments, is recommended. Further exploration 

of the main granitic body along the north boundary of the claims should be 

held in abeyance until the contact zone has been thoroughly explored.

Respectfully submitted,
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[o A. R. BULL1S m
L tt . ..i———^. ^

February 2?th, 1964.
"X^"—^^ '*c. 0, o***

A.R. BULLIS, 
Chief Geologist, 
Metal Mines limited 
(.Bancroft Division)
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